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All Petrol & Electric products 
in The Handy range have a 2 
Year Warranty...
all other products are still 
backed by a 12 month 
domestic warranty. 

Register your product quickly and 
easily today at 
www.thehandy.co.uk
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The Handy Way To Get 
Gardening...
We believe that everyone should be able to have access to the right equipment to keep a 
well-maintained garden and this is what the Handy brand strives to deliver. We believe 
that gardening should be a pleasurable and relaxing pastime, not a chore, and the right 
machines are essential for making light work of your gardening tasks. 

To help achieve this, “The Handy” brand offers a range of products from petrol powered to 
electric power or simple manual operation and we have a solution for almost everything 
whether it be for tilling, moving, clearing, logging, cutting, shredding, cleaning, sawing, 
spraying, spreading or rolling.

Our Construction range provides an affordable yet powerful solution to those customers 
who require heavy duty equipment for DIY applications such as mixers, compactors and 
transporters.

Handy machines are built to the highest standards with robust materials and ergonomic 
design. Where petrol engines are included, we offer a range of powerful, modern engines 
as well as engines from industry leader Briggs & Stratton.
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Blower & 
Vacuums
The Handy way to tidying 
your garden...
Keep your garden ship shape the fast, low effort way and consign your old hand rake to 
history with a Handy Blower Vacuum. 

Not just for the autumn leaf deluge, our two in one blow vacs can suck up and shred grass 
clippings, hedge trimmings and other organic debris your garden generates.

Both blower vacuums enable you to conveniently blow leaves into a tidy pile then mulch 
into a large 45 litre bag. The large handy 3000w model provides speed control for loose 
surfaces.

Both machines combine a low weight build with optimised ergonomics and ideally 
balanced designs to ensure they sit comfortably in the hand for as long as it takes to get 
the job done.

Like all Handy garden machines, these blower vacuums are built to last and will give many 
seasons of unfailing service.

Blower & Vacuums



167 mph (270 km/h) 2600w 
Garden Blower & Vacuum

THEV2600
A blower, vacuum and shredder in a single 
convenient package, the versatile THEV2600 
is the go to machine for all you garden clear 
up needs! A 10:1 reduction-ratio works to 
maximise the capacity of the already roomy 
45-litre collection bag; while a shoulder strap 
ensures user fatigue is kept at bay for the 
duration of the job. This 2600w model comes 
with a six-metre power-cable and weighs just 
3.7kg.

167 mph (270 km/h) Variable 
Speed 3000w Garden Blower & 
Vacuum

THEV3000
Equipped with a hugely powerful 3000w motor 
and supplied with an extra long 10-metre 
power-cable, this is suitable for challenging, 
large-scale outdoor clear ups. It incorporates 
a shredding system that reduces vacuumed 
material down to an easy to dispose of mulch; 
and it features a variable speed-control for 
enhanced flexibility of use. This model weighs 
just 4.3kg and comes with a comfort-optimising 
shoulder-strap.

167 mph (270 km/h) Blow Speed

2 functions: Blows or Vacuums & Shreds

2600W Motor

Mulching ratio 10:1

45 Litre collection bag capacity

Shoulder strap

Wall Hanger Included

6 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 3.7kg

93 - 167 mph (150 - 270 km/h) Variable Blow Speed

2 functions: Blows or Vacuums & Shreds

3000W Motor

Mulching ratio 10:1

45 Litre collection bag capacity

Shoulder strap

Wall Hanger Included

Front wheel support

10 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 4.3kg

2YEAR

2YEAR
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Trimmers
The Handy way to shape 
& sculpt...
Whether you’re maintaining shrubs, bushes, low or high hedges, our comprehensive 
trimmer range contains a machine that will enable you to get the job done quickly, 
efficiently and comfortably! 

Our new cordless handheld shrub shears offer optimised ergonomics and employing 
cutting edge lithium battery technology. A lightweight and perfectly balanced electric 
long reach trimmer for the safe, low effort trimming of tall, awkwardly shaped hedges; 
and a powerful petrol multi cutter that comprises four essential cutting tools in a single 
convenient and affordable package.



3.6v Lithium-Ion Cordless Shrub 
Shear & Grass Blades

THGSS
This lightweight, handheld shrub shear 
would be a helpful addition to your garden 
equipment.  
Supplied with two interchangeable cutting 
heads, one for grass and one for shaping hedges 
and with the integrated lithium-ion battery you 
have a flexible and low maintenance tool. With 
the ergonomic handle & weighing just 0.5kg, 
with the heaviest cutting head attached, it’s a 
perfect tool to shape the smaller hedge or grass 
edge in your garden.

108mm Cutting Length

8mm Cutting Capacity

80mm Cutting width

Interchangeable cutting heads

Quick blade change without tools

Ergonomic handle

Charge Time: 3 Hours

Runtime (Trimmer): 45 Mins, (Shear): 25 Mins

Weight: 0.53kg

2YEAR
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4 in 1 2 Stroke Petrol Multi Tool
THMT26

Comprising a power unit, grass trimmer, 
brushcutter, Hedgetrimmer and pole pruner, 
the THMT26 4-in-1 Petrol Multi-Tool offers 
the ultimate in gardening convenience and 
represents fantastic value for money! A high-
capacity 26cc engine provides ample power for 
every attachment; while an ergonomic ‘loop-
and-bar’ handle offers superior control and 
manoeuvrability.

Multi Tool Extension BarTHMT26EXTExtend the reach of your Multi-Tool with 

this quick-fit extension bar!100cm Length
To be used with the Hedgetrimmer & 

Pruner
Weight: 0.95kg

Accessory Available

Hedge trimmer Line Trimmer Brush Cutter Pole Pruner

25.4cc 2 Stroke Engine

Anti-Vibration Loop Handle

Split Shaft

Weight: 12kg

Curved Shaft Linetrimmer with 
40cm (16”) Cutting Width & 
2.4mm Line Diameter

3 Tooth brushcutter with 
reversible 254mm metal blade

Hedge cutter Double Edged 
Blade with 450mm cutting lengthPruner with 254mm (10”) Bar, 44 

Link Chain

2YEAR
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Lawn Care

Lawn Care
The Handy way to keeping 
your lawn in shape...
Our extensive line of lawn care equipment caters for every aspect of lawn maintenance, 
from mowing, levelling and moss removal, through to aeration, seed-bedding and debris-
clearance.

You can choose from numerous time and effort-saving products, including straightforward 
hand-push garden rollers; a simple but highly effective manual hollow-tine aerator; and 
easy-to-use hand-propelled leaf-sweepers.

When it comes to powered machines, there’s a versatile and cost-effective 2-in-1 electric 
scarifier/rake designed to rejuvenate the turf and encourage lush, vigorous grass-growth.

The range doesn’t stop there, in addition, we offer towed units for large-scale applications, 
be it dethatching, rolling, gravel-smoothing or leaf-collection.



48cm (19”) Garden Roller
THGR

Enjoy a step-up in productivity and smooth out 
lumps and bumps over larger areas quickly and 
efficiently with the 48cm THGR Garden Roller! 
It’s equipped with a soft grip handle that makes 
it comfortable to use; and it weighs a mere 12kg 
unballasted, so it couldn’t be easier to move 
to and from the shed. Assembly is fast and 
hassle-free.

Hollow Tine Aerator
THHTA

Lawn enthusiasts looking for a simple and 
cost-effective way to relieve soil compaction 
should check out this straightforward manual 
hollow-tine aerator! It removes five soil cores in 
one action, with the plugs being deposited in a 
convenient collection tray. Weighs 3kg.

42cm (16.5”) Garden Roller
THSGR

Achieve the perfect lump and bump free lawn 
with this simple but effective 42cm garden-
roller! It weighs only 7kg when unballasted, so 
you’ll find it easy to shift to and from the shed; 
and it’s fitted with a soft-grip handle that makes 
it comfortable to use. Also suitable for lawn 
stripe creation.

Quality steel construction

5 sprung 16mm diameter tines

Collecting tray for cores

Fold away handle

Removes 50mm deep core

Tread plate for easy use

Weight: 3kg

42cm (16.5”) working width

30cm (12”) diameter one 
piece drum with drain plug

Weight when filled with water 37kg
Weight when filled with sand 65kg

Soft grip handles

Full width scraper bar

Roller drum thickness 1.0mm

Weight: 7kg

Soft grip handles

48cm (19”) working width

42cm (16.5”) diameter one piece 
drum with drain plug

Weight when filled with water 72kg
Weight when filled with sand 120kg

Full width scraper bar

Drum Maximum Capacity: 
Sand 56.6 Litres & Water 
60 Litres

Weight: 12kg

www.thehandy.co.uk 11



30cm (12”) Hand Lawnmower
THHM

Look after a smaller lawn the simple, eco-
friendly way with this compact and easy to 
operate hand cylinder mower! Features include 
a rear mounted catcher that means you’ll 
be able to leave your rake in the shed; a rear 
roller for an attractive striped effect; and an 
adjustable cutting height for a precision finish. 
The THHM Hand Cylinder-Mower weighs just 
over 7kg.

66cm (26”) Push Lawn Sweeper
THPLS

Combining a substantial 66cm working-width 
with a hugely roomy 200-litre collector, this 
practical and convenient push-type sweeper 
will make tackling the autumn leaf deluge a 
breeze! Features include height adjustment for 
multi-surface use; and large 25cm-diameter 
wheels for excellent traction. Weighs only 
16.8kg.

30cm (12”) 5 Bladed Cutting Cylinder

Adjustable Cutting Heights (17-43mm) Plastic rear rollers

Side wheels

Safe & eco friendly

18 Litre rear grass collector

Weight: 7.12kg

66cm (26”) working width

Ideal for lawn debris and leaf collection

25cm (10”) wheels and brushes

Easy lift out hopper

Hopper capacity 200 Litre

Simple height adjustmentWeight: 16.8kg

12
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2 in 1 Scarifier & Lawn Rake
THSR

A versatile, value for money package, this two 
in one electric scarifier & lawn rake will enable 
you to keep your lawn in tip top condition 
throughout the year! A spacious 39 litre debris-
bag and sizeable 32cm working width ensure 
a rapid work rate; while a single lever height 
adjuster makes it quick and easy to select the 
most effective position. This 1300w model 
weighs only 12.25kg.

66cm (26”) working width

Simple height adjustment

32cm (12.5”) working width

1300W Electric motor

39 Litre Collection BagSingle lever height adjuster

10 Metre Power Cable

5 working heights: -10mm, -5mm, 0mm, 5mm, 10mm.

Interchangeable raking or scarifying cassette

Safety Starting Switch

Weight: 12.25kg

2YEAR
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100cm (40”) Towed Tine 
Dethatcher

THTD
Bring life and colour back to a large lawn area 
quickly and efficiently with the fast working 
100cm Towed Dethatcher!

1m (40”) Working Width

10 x 170mm sprung loaded paired tines

Hitch pin included

Tray for adding additional weight

Transport wheels

Single lever transport handle

Weight: 15.38kg

122cm (48”) Light Duty Drag 
Mat

THDM
Tackle gravel smoothing tasks quickly and 
efficiently with this fast working, 122cm tractor 
towed drag mat!

121cm (48”) Towed Tine 
Dethatcher

THTD48
The THTD48 121cm Towed Tine De-Thatcher is 
designed to be used on large lawns to quickly 
and easily get ride of any thatch & moss that 
has gathered over time. With this removed your 
lawn can thrive with the extra air, water and 
nutrients available to it.

121cm (48’) Working Width

24 spring steel tines

Heavy duty tray for adding weight

Pin Style Hitch

Durable powder coat finish

18cm (7”) poly tyres

Weight: 18kg

Ideal for levelling or smoothing off dirt or gravel

Rolls up for easy storage

Easy attach to ride-on or ATV

Tray for adding additional weightPowder coated frame

Weight: 18.54kg

14
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98cm (38”) Towed Garden 
Roller

THTGR
Achieve a super-smooth lawn and enjoy superb 
large area productivity with the tractor towed 
THTGR Garden Roller!

106cm (42”) Towed Lawn 
Sweeper

THTLS42
This impressively productive tractor towed 
lawn sweeper has an extra wide 106cm working 
width to enable it to cover the very largest 
areas with speed and efficiency. It features solid 
wheels and a 10” brush diameter and is suitable 
for use with most makes and models of lawn & 
garden tractor.

96cm (38”) Towed Lawn 
Sweeper

THTLS38
This impressively productive tractor towed 
lawn sweeper blends an immensely capacious 
200-litre collector with an extra wide 96cm 
working width to enable it to cover the very 
largest areas with speed and efficiency. 
Working-height adjustment offers multi surface 
versatility; while large-diameter wheels provide 
superior traction. Suitable for use with most 
makes and models of lawn & garden tractor.

18cm (7”) poly tyres

1.05m (41”) Working Width

40cm (15”) diameter 1 piece drum with drain plug

Can be filled with water or sand

Hitch pin included

Full width scraper bar

Can be used with most garden tractors

Weight (Filled with Water) 121kg
Weight (Filled with Sand) 219kg

Drum Maximum Capacity: Sand 113.2 Litres & Water 120 Litres

Weight: 20.09kg

96cm (38”) Working Width

Ideal for leaf & lawn debris collection

25cm (10”) wheels and brush

Brush to Wheel Ratio - 4.25:1

Hopper capacity 280 Litre

Easy tip hopper
Simple height adjustment

Weight: 31.7kg

106cm (42”) Working Width

12.9 cubic feet of capacity

25.4cm (10”) Brush diameter

26cm x 60mm Solid Wheel Weight: 33kg

www.thehandy.co.uk 15



101cm (40”) Plug Aerator
THTPA40

Utilising the 25cm pneumatic wheels & heavy 
duty weight tray the THPA40 101cm Plug 
Aerator can handle even the toughest of soil 
conditions. 
Using the single-hand lift lever the 24 
replaceable coring points can be easily adjusted 
to achieve a maximum depth of 7cm to suit 
your chosen application. Once hitched to your 
lawn/garden tractor or ATV using the universal 
hitch pin the 101cm working width means you 
can cover large amounts of ground with one 
pass, quickly tackling the job at hand.

121cm (48”) Plug Aerator
THTPA48

Using the 32 heat treated coring points, which 
can be easily adjusted using the single-handed 
lift lever to achieve a maximum depth of 7cm 
to suit your chosen application, the THPA48 
121cm Plug Aerator can handle even the 
toughest of soil conditions. Once hitched to 
your lawn/garden tractor or ATV using the 
12.7mm hitch pin, utilising the 25cm pneumatic 
wheels & heavy duty weight tray the Aerator 
can cover a vast amount of ground with one 
pass due to the 121cm working width, allowing 
sunlight, air and moisture to penetrate the root 
system of your lawn.

24 Replaceable coring points

25cm (10”) Pneumatic wheels

7cm (3”) Maximum ground penetration

Single-hand lift lever

Heavy duty tray for adding weight

Weight: 35kg

32 Heat treated coring points

25cm (10”) x 10cm (4”) pneumatic wheels

7cm (3”) Maximum ground penetration

Single-hand lift lever

½” Pin type two hitch

Heavy duty tray for adding weight

Weight: 42kg

16
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Single-hand lift lever

½” Pin type two hitch

Weight: 42kg

16 Litre Knapsack Sprayer
THKS16LTR

Thanks to its knapsack design and generous 
16 litre capacity tank, the THKS16LTR is a 
comfortable and efficient way to tackle larger 
scale spraying applications!

16 Litre capacity

Large easy to fill mouth

Complete with lance, trigger and jets

Selection of nozzles

Automatic decompression valve

Shoulder Straps

Hand Pump Lever

Weight: 1.4kg

www.thehandy.co.uk 17

Sprayers

Sprayers
The Handy way to 
protecting your plants...
The Handy knapsack sprayer is the ideal companion in the battle to protect your flowers 
and food crops from disease, infestation and blight!

Constructed with corrosion resistant materials and designed to sit comfortably on the 
operator’s back, it’s driven by a hand pump to produce the pressure and benefits from a 
large aperture mouth that works to prevent wasteful spillages.

A variety of adjustable nozzles are included, so it’s highly versatile and can be set up to 
suit the particular task in hand. 
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Logging

Logging
The Handy way to split 
your logs...
Our extensive line up of logging equipment contains a range of products designed to make 
the preparation of logs for the wood burner, open fire or cooking range safe, comfortable 
and hassle free!

We offer a variety of log splitters, from a straightforward foot pedal operated model, 
through to high performance electric machines both vertical and horizontal which will get 
through that woodpile with remarkable speed and efficiency.

Chainsaw operators will appreciate our saw horses; They spare your back by holding 
the subject log at waist height as you cut, eliminating the need for uncomfortable and 
potentially dangerous bending. 

Also included in the range is a two wheeled trolley for low effort log transportation; and 
a powerful but lightweight and easy handling electric chainsaw, which, in addition to 
logging, will enable you to tackle lopping, pruning and small scale felling.



4 Ton Electric Log Splitter with 
Guard

THLS-4G

4 Ton Splitting force

1500W Electric Motor

Safety Guard & Table

Log length capacity between 130 - 370mm (5” 
- 14.5”)

Log diameter capacity between 50 - 250mm 
(2 - 10”)

Large 30mm diameter hydraulic ram

Wheels for transportation

1.6 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 49kg

6 Ton Electric Log Splitter with 
Guard

THLS-6G

6 Ton Splitting Force

2200W Electric Motor

Safety Guard & Table

Log length capacity between 160mm - 520mm 
(6.2” - 21”)

Log diameter capacity between 50mm - 250mm 
(2 - 10”)

Large 30mm diameter hydraulic ram

Wheels for easy transportation

1.8 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 59kg

7 Ton Vertical Electric Log 
Splitter

THLSV7
This powerful & safe log splitter provides an 
impressive 7 ton of splitting power. Combine 
this with it’s simplicity and low maintenance 
electric motor & you have the ideal ‘Log 
Splitters Mate’.

Get rid of your axe as well as all the aches and strains from splitting logs. Let the Log Splitter do the 
hard work, it will spilt all different types of logs including seasoned or greenwood.

7 Ton Splitting Force

3000W Electric Motor

Foldable log table

Log length capacity between 
100mm - 550mm (4” - 21.5”)
Log diameter capacity between 
80mm - 300mm (3” - 12”)

Wheels for easy transportation

Ram Speed (Forward): 3.61cm/s
Ram Speed (Retract): 16.5cm/s

Weight: 98.2kg

2YEAR

2YEAR
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4 Way Splitting WedgesOur Handy four way wedges will speed up the 

splitting of your larger logs and to give more 

manageable log pieces for your wood burner 

or open fire.
Available for all Handy Log SplittersHorizontal Log Splitters 

TH65510Vertical Log Splitters TH66525

Accessory Available



Log Cart with Cover
THLC

Transport multiple logs the low-effort way with 
the 100kg-capacity THLC Log Cart!

100kg (220lb) Load Capacity

Solid 20cm (8”) wheels

Waterproof PE Cover

Weight: 6.6kg

8 Ton Vertical Electric Log 
Splitter

THPLS8TE
This heavy duty log splitter provides extreme 
8 ton power, with the ease of use and 
maintenance of an electric machine.

Electric Saw Bench with Guard
THSBENCH-G

With its powerful 2200w motor and aggressive 
40 tooth blade, this high performance electric 
saw-bench is a fast and efficient way to process 
your woodpile!

8 Ton Splitting Force

3000W Electric Motor

Foldable log table

Log length capacity between 
100mm - 550mm (4” - 21.5”)

Log diameter capacity between 
80mm - 300mm (3” - 12”)

Wheels for easy transportation
Ram Speed (Forward): 3.28cm/s
Ram Speed (Retract): 17.32cm/s

Weight: 109.9kg

2200W Rated Power

140mm Diameter Cutting Capacity

Blade: 405x30x3mm - 40 Teeth10 Metre Power Cable

860mm table with extendable 
arm to 1360mm

Weight: 36.3kg

2YEAR

2YEAR
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Blade: 405x30x3mm - 40 Teeth

Foldable Saw Horse With 
Chainsaw Support

THSHWCS
Combining a saw horse and chainsaw support 
in a single affordable package, the THSHWCS 
will prove a practical and convenient work-
partner for anyone tackling woodcutting tasks 
on a regular basis.

Foldable Serrated Edged Saw 
Horse

THBSH
Make the job of chainsaw-based firewood 
preparation and logging a whole lot easier and 
safer with the THBSH Saw Horse!

Lightweight saw horse

Steel construction

Folds flat for storage

Holds wood up to 30cm (12”) in diameter

Serrated edges provide stable area to support 
during cutting

Galvanised to protect against rusting

Weight: 5.5kg

40cm (16”) Electric Chainsaw
THECS40

With its beefy 2200w electric motor, the 
powerful but lightweight and easy-handling 
THECS40 offers superior performance and 
represents superb value for money. Top quality 
features include premium Oregon-brand bar; 
straightforward tool-free chain tensioning; and 
convenient automatic chain lubrication. Weighs 
only 4.89kg.

40cm (16”) Oregon® Bar & Chain

2200W Electric Motor

Automatic oil pump

240ml oil tank capacity

Chain speed 13.5 m/s

Toolless chain tensioner

3 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 4.89kg

All steel construction

Folds flat for storage

Holds wood up to 25cm (10”) in diameter

Portable / flexible feet

Holds log & chainsaw

Fits most chainsaws up to 
45cm (18”)

Makes cutting logs easier, safer and faster

Chain bar guard

Weight: 11kg

2YEAR
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Shredders
The Handy way to chip & 
shred...
Add one of our shredders to your garden machinery collection and you’ll be able to 
quickly process all manner of horticultural debris both green and woody reducing it to 
a fine mulch that will prove easy to manage; and which is the perfect consistency for 
composting.

Our small but perfectly formed range extends from compact and quiet running electric 
models that come with a convenient collection box, through to substantial petrol powered 
machines offering increased throughput rate and greater branch capacity.

Handy garden shredders don’t just save time and effort; the mulch they produce will prove 
highly valuable and will provide many positive benefits for your garden.

Shredders



Electric Impact Shredder with 
Box & Detachable Hopper

THISWB
Boasting a seriously powerful 2500w motor and 
employing an unforgiving impact type cutting-
system, this high performance electric shredder 
is a fast and efficient way to process your 
garden debris! Collection box included.

2500W Motor

40 Litre Collector Capacity

45mm Maximum Branch Diameter

Removable Hopper Supplied with plunger

3 Metre Power Cable

Wheels for easy transportation

Safety switch on the 
collector box

Weight: 13.8kg

2YEAR
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Electric Silent Shredder With 
Box

THSSWB
With its high-performance 2500w motor, 45-litre 
mulch box and low noise cutting-gear, this 
powerful electric shredder is a practical and 
convenient way to process your garden waste 
without annoying your neighbours! It’s suitable 
for both green and woody material and benefits 
from a productivity-maximising self feed 
system. Weighs just 26.96kg.

2500W Motor

Self feeding

45 Litre Collector Capacity

40mm max cutting capacity

Reverse function for jammed branches

Motor overload protection

3 Metre Power Cable

Wheels for easy transportation

Quiet gear crushing action

Weight: 26.96kg

2YEAR
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Petrol Drum Chipper Shredder
THPDS65

With its immensely powerful 208cc Briggs & 
Stratton engine driving four drum mounted 
blades via high-torque V-belt drives, the 
THPDS65 Petrol Chipper-Shredder will handle 
large volumes of thick, woody debris with the 
utmost speed and efficiency!

208cc Briggs & Stratton Engine

Self Feed Design

Handle & Tow Bar for Easy Transportation

6cm (2.25”) Capacity

25.4cm (10”) Pneumatic Tyres

Safety guard on chute

Safety stop button

Adjustable angle on discharge chute

Weight: 52.5kg

2YEAR
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Tillers

Tillers
The Handy way to 
produce your own home 
grown vegetables...
Our mains and petrol powered tillers have been designed to eliminate all the hard work 
and backache from the job of maintaining flowerbeds, kitchen gardens and allotment 
plots!

Multi purpose machines, they’ll not only prepare areas for seeding and planting, they’ll 
also loosen up weeds for easy removal; and turn over the earth for improved aeration and 
better moisture penetration.

Whatever the size of the plot you’re tackling, we have a machine to suit, from compact 
and easy handling electric & 2 stroke mini tillers, through to more substantial and faster 
working four stroke models.

Each and every Handy garden tiller is characterised by simplicity of operation, considered 
ergonomics and robust build quality.



19cm (7 1/2”) 18V Cordless 
Tiller with 18V 2Ah Battery

TH18VT
Perfect for tilling your existing vegetable patch 
or flower bed The TH18VT Cultivator saves you 
time and effort in the garden. Powered by the 
18v 2Ah battery, the tiller makes light work of 
cultivating soil for anyone.

19cm (7.5”) Working Width

Tilling Depth: 15cm (6”)

Up to 40 Minutes Working Time

90 Minutes Charge Time

Safety Switch

Supplied with 18V 2Ah Battery

Weight: 4.36kg

2YEAR
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43cm (17”) 1400W Electric Tiller
THET1400

Enjoy the powerful performance provided 
by a 1400w electric motor and the superior 
productivity offered by a sizeable 43cm 
working-width with the THET1400 Electric 
Tiller! Desirable features include removable 
tines for enhanced flexibility of use; hardened 
steel tines for durability; and transport wheels 
for easy manoeuvrability. Weighs just 15kg.

Three working widths - 43cm (17”), 30cm (12”) or 18cm (7”)

1400W Electric Motor

20cm (8”) max working depth

10 Metre Power Cable

Foldable handles

Removable Tines

Foldaway Transport Wheels

Weight: 15kg

30cm (12”) 800W Electric Tiller
THET

With its powerful 800w motor driving a series 
of four sharp tipped steel rotors giving a 30cm 
working width, this lightweight and easy-
handling electric tiller will make the life of the 
home veg-grower a whole lot easier!

30cm (12”) max working width

800W Electric Motor

20cm (8”) max working depth

10 Metre Power Cable

Foldable handles

Compact & Lightweight

Weight: 8.5kg

2YEAR

2YEAR
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30cm (12”) 2 Stroke Petrol Mini 
Tiller

THPMT
Equipped with a large displacement 43cc two-
stroke engine and boasting a compact 30cm 
working width, this top-quality petrol mini tiller 
offers the perfect compromise between power 
and manoeuvrability. Its low weight build 
and fingertip control ensure it excels in terms 
of handling; while the provision of transport 
wheels and a folding handlebar make it simple 
to move and store. The THPMT weighs in at only 
15kg.

30cm (12”) Working Width

Tilling Depth: 20cm (8”)

Engine: 2 Stroke 43cc/1.9HP Recoil Start

Tines: 4 x 6 teeth (22.5cm Diameter)

Retractable Transport Wheels

Folding handles for storage
Weight: 15kg 2YEAR
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Spreaders

Spreaders
The Handy way to feeding 
and weeding...
Whatever you need to spread, be it seed, salt, granular fertiliser or top dressing, our 
comprehensive range of drop and broadcast spreaders enable you to apply it with 
impressive speed, efficiency and consistency!

Beginning the line up is a compact but fast working hand propelled drop spreader that is 
lightweight and easy to push; and which, thanks to its straightforward design, requires 
little or no maintenance.

If you’re looking to treat a larger area, our push type broadcast spreaders are ideal! They 
offer increased capacity compared to the drop spreader, but nevertheless retain the 
excellent handling characteristics and simplicity of operation.

Our tractor towed broadcast spreader is suitable for very large scale use. Like all our 
broadcast spreaders, the towed unit features high torque gearing, high traction tyres and 
an adjustable feed control.

Designed with careful attention to durability, each of these machines is built around 
a rugged tubular steel frame and benefits from a weather  and corrosion proof 
polypropylene hopper.



27kg (60lb) Drop Spreader
THDS

Blending a low-weight build with a generous 
27kg capacity and a sizeable 56cm spread 
width, the THDS is a fast, low effort way to 
apply your chosen spread medium over a larger 
area. Features include a rust and weatherproof 
poly hopper; adjustable feed control for 
flexibility of use; and fingertip control for 
comfortable use.

23kg (50lb) Broadcast Spreader
THS50

Blending a low weight build with smooth 
rolling pneumatic tyres and an expansive 3.65m 
spread-width (max.), this easy to use broadcast 
spreader is a comfortable and highly productive 
way to apply your chosen spread-medium! It 
weighs just 9.4kg and has a substantial 23kg 
hopper-capacity. Hopper cover and screen 
included.

27kg (60lb) capacity

56cm (22”) Spread width

Direct Drive

Plastic Wheels

Feed Control

Non-Corrosive Poly Hopper

Weight: 6.16kg

23kg (50lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.

Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Poly Hopper

Pneumatic tyres for easy transportation on the roughest of ground

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 9.4kg
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57kg (125lb) Broadcast 
Spreader

THS125
With its huge 57kg hopper-capacity and 
expansive 3.66m spread width, the fast 
working THS125 Broadcast Spreader offers 
range topping productivity levels! Its robust 
metal transmission and a tubular-steel frame 
combine to confer fantastic durability; while 
its low weight build (17.6kg) and substantial 
pneumatic tyres work to make it easy to push 
for gardeners of any age or build.

36kg (80lb) Broadcast Spreader
THS80

A fast, low-effort way to apply your chosen 
spread medium over a substantial area, 
the THS80 Broadcast Spreader combines a 
sizeable 3.66m maximum spread width with 
a lightweight design and smooth running 
pneumatic tyres. It has a substantial 36kg 
hopper capacity and weighs only 12.3kg. 
Hopper screen and cover included.

32kg (70lb) Heavy Duty Easy 
Build Spreader

THS70HDUTY
Featuring robust metal gearing and combining 
a spacious 32kg-capacity hopper with an 
impressive 3.66m spread-width (max.), this 
heavy-duty broadcast spreader excels in 
terms of durability and large-area work-rate. 
Attractive features include a comfortable T-bar 
handlebar; stability-optimising pneumatic 
tyres; and a flexibility-enhancing adjustable 
feed-control. Weighs-in at just 10.9kg.

32kg (70lb) 26 Litre Capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Poly Hopper

4 Point Easy Build

Metal Gear Drive

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 10.9kg

36kg (80lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Poly Hopper

Pneumatic tyres for easy transportation on the roughest of ground

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover Weight: 12.3kg

57kg (125lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.06-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Poly Hopper

Metal Gear Drive

Pneumatic tyres for easy transportation on the roughest of ground

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 17.6kg
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Adjustable feed control

57kg (125lb) Heavy Duty Easy 
Build Spreader

THS125HDUTY
Of heavy-duty design and combining a huge 
57kg hopper-capacity with an expansive 
3.66m working-width, this highly productive 
push-type broadcast spreader is guaranteed to 
impress in terms of durability and large-area 
work-rate! Desirable features include a hopper-
cover for successful wet-weather operation; and 
large pneumatic tyres for a comfortable run 
over difficult terrain. Weighs 17.5kg.

36kg (80lb) Towed Broadcast 
Spreader

THTS
Hook up this towed broadcast-spreader to your 
garden tractor and apply your chosen spread 
medium over a large area quickly and efficiently 
with the 36kg THTS!

80kg (175lb) Towed Broadcast 
Spreader

THTS175
The towed broadcast-spreader can be used 
during the growing-season for the application 
of fertiliser, pesticide and grass-seed; while 
during the winter months, you can broadcast 
salt to help keep your paths, driveway and 
other hard-surface areas ice-free. It features an 
aluminium gear box and rust resistant powder 
coat finish.

57kg (125lb) 60 Litre capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Poly Hopper

4 Point Easy Build

Metal Gear Drive

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 17.5kg

36kg (80lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Hitch pin included

Fits most makes of lawn tractor

Pneumatic tyres for easy transportation on the roughest of ground

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 10.7kg

80kg (175lb) Capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Easily operate from the drivers seat to control the flow lever

Aluminium gear box

Rust resistant powder coat finish

Pneumatic Tyres: 35.5cm (14”)
Pneumatic tyres for easy transportation on the roughest of ground

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 24kg
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Salt Spreaders
The Handy way gritting 
your driveway...
Keep paths, driveways, parking-areas and forecourts accessible throughout the winter 
period with fine ice melt & a Handy salt-spreader!

You can choose from three machines, with every model working via simple hand-
propulsion and running on large, high-traction pneumatic tyres that ensure successful 
operation in icy conditions.

Designed to deliver season after season of unfailing performance, all our salt-spreaders 
are based around a heavy-duty tubular-steel frame and boast durable reinforced gearing.

Highly versatile, Handy salt-spreaders benefit from adjustable flow-rate control and can 
be during the growing season for the application of grass-seed and granular fertiliser.



36kg (80lb) Salt Spreader
THSS80

It might be our lightest push type salt spreader, 
but the domestic use THSS80 nevertheless 
offers the same rugged build quality as our 
larger machines! It boasts a generous 36kg 
capacity and offers an expansive 3.66m 
maximum spread width.

57kg (125lb) Salt Spreader
THSSALT

Get top of the range productivity and cover 
a large area fast with this 57kg capacity salt 
spreader! You’ll enjoy a substantial 3.66m 
maximum spread width and durable reinforced 
gearing.

36kg (80lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Heavy duty nylon gear

Stainless steel frame, axle and fixings.

Adjustable deflectors

Pneumatic Tyres: 30cm (12”)

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 10kg

57kg (125lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.
Can be used with refined ice melting salt (Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Heavy duty stainless steel gear.

Stainless steel frame, axle and fixings.

Adjustable deflectors

Pneumatic Tyres: 35.5cm (14”)

Complete with hopper screen and rain cover

Weight: 18.4kg

45kg (100lb) Salt Spreader
THSS100

Enjoy an even faster large area work-rate with 
this 45kg capacity salt spreader! It delivers an 
expansive 3.66m maximum spread-width and 
features a reinforced transmission that enables 
it to handle the extra demands on performance.

45kg (100lb) capacity

Spread width: 3.05-3.66m (10-12ft)

Adjustable feed control

Ideal for fertiliser, granules, grass seed etc.

Can be used with refined ice melting salt 
(Cannot be used with Rock Salt)

Heavy duty stainless steel gear

Stainless steel frame, axle and fixings.

Weight: 12.52kg
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Trailers, Trucks, 
Trolleys & 
Barrows
The Handy way to get 
things moving...
Our huge range of domestic transportation equipment comprises trailers, trucks, trolleys 
and barrows, all of which have been designed and built to Handy’s usual exacting 
standards.

From nimble little sack trucks, through to classic wheelbarrows, compact hand propelled 
carts and high capacity towed carts, there’s a product to meet your gardening or DIY 
needs.

Select features include hard wearing corrosion proof beds; strong and durable steel 
frames; manoeuvrability optimising pneumatic or puncture proof tyres; and drop down 
sides for hassle free loading and unloading.

Each and every one of our trailers, trucks, trolleys and barrows is of superior build quality 
and is sure to make your life easier, whatever it is you need to shift!



200kg (440lb) ‘P’ Handle Sack 
Truck

THST
With its ergonomic ‘P’ handle, large pneumatic 
tyres and sizeable lifting-plate, the THST Sack 
Truck ticks all the boxes in terms of comfort, 
manoeuvrability and capacity!

200kg (440lb) Folding Sack 
Truck

THFST
With a fold up toe plate and retractable 
handlebars, the THFST Sack Truck is easy to 
store and will prove comfortable to use for any 
operator! It weighs just 10kg unloaded and has 
a huge 200kg capacity.

Ergonomic ‘P’ shaped handle

200kg (440lb) capacity

25mm (1”) Tubular steel frame

250mm (10”) Puncture Proof wheels 
with roller bearings

Ergonomic ‘P’ shaped handle

Cross bar prevents cargo falling through

Weight: 9.1kg

200kg (440lb) capacity

25mm (1”) Tubular steel frame

250mm (10”) Puncture Proof wheels with 
roller bearings

Retractable handles & folding baseplate

Magnet secures footplate

Wheel guards protect cargo

Cross bar prevents cargo falling through

Weight: 10kg
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200kg (440lb) Garden Trolley
THGT

Solve your yard & garden transportation 
problems with the compact and highly 
manoeuvrable THGT Garden Trolley!

350kg (770lb) Garden Trolley
THLGT

Enjoy a huge 350kg load-capacity, rugged build-
quality and easy manoeuvrability with the 
THLGT Large Garden-Trolley! It can be pushed, 
pulled or tractor-towed; and it features drop-
down sides for ease of use.

350kg (770lb) capacity

All steel construction

Four removable hinged drop sides

Turntable steering

Puncture proof tyres with ball bearings wheels

Internal dimensions 119cm x 58cm x 30cm deep

Weight: 31kg

400kg (880lb) Garden Trolley 
with Liner & Tool Tray

THDLGT
Enjoy a massive 400kg load-capacity, rugged 
build-quality and easy manoeuvrability with 
The THDLGT Deluxe Large Garden-Trolley! It 
features a removable liner and a tool tray.

200kg (440lb) capacity

All steel construction

Four removable hinged drop sides

Turntable steeringPuncture proof tyres with ball bearings wheels

Internal dimensions 94cm x 48cm x 25cm deep

Tractor tow hitch

Weight: 19.4kg

400kg (880lb) capacity

All steel construction

Four removable hinged drop sides

Turntable steering

Puncture proof tyres with ball bearings wheels

Removable Liner

Tool Tray

Tractor tow hitch

Converts into a flat bed trailer

Weight: 30kg
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200kg (440lb) Poly Body Garden 
Trolley

THPDC
The attractively priced THPDC Garden Trolley 
features a corrosion-resistant poly body and 
offers easy manoeuvrability thanks to its 
turntable steering and sizeable puncture proof 
tyres. It boasts a generous 200kg capacity and 
features a convenient tipping system.

300kg (661lb) Multi Purpose 
Cart

THMPC
Get fantastic versatility, rock solid build quality 
and an impressive load capacity with this 
multi purpose garden cart! It holds up to 300kg 
and features drop down sides and a tipping 
mechanism for straightforward loading and 
unloading.

295kg (650lb) Poly Body Towed 
Dump Cart

THTPDC
The THTPDC features an impact and corrosion 
resistant poly body and can be converted from 
push to tow by simply unfolding the hitch bar. 
It’s capable of holding a huge 295kg and weighs 
just 28.6kg when empty.

200kg (440lb) capacity

Turntable type steering

Puncture proof wheels with ball bearings

Poly body with solid sides

Includes tractor hitch

Internal dimensions 106cm(L) x 59cm(W) x 28.5cm(D)

Weight: 25kg

300kg (661b) maximum load capacity

Large wheels with puncture proof tyres 13” x 5.00-6”

Tipping function and folding side panels

Handles convert to tow hitch

Durable powder coated steel frame

Converts into a flat bed trailer

Removable plastic liner tray
Weight: 33.7kg

295kg (650lbs) (10ft³) Capacity

One-piece non-corrosive poly bed.

Converts from a push cart to a tow cart by simply unfolding the hitch

Axle: 5/8” diameter

Pneumatic tyres (16” x 3-1/2”)

Weight: 28.6kg
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225kg (500lb) Towed Trailer
THGT500

Make the most of your garden tractor and 
transport heavy and/or bulky loads around your 
yard and garden the easy way with this high 
quality but affordable towed tipping trailer! It 
has a substantial 225kg capacity and is supplied 
with a universal hitch-pin.

340kg (750lb) Towed Trailer
THGT750

Make the most of your garden tractor and 
transport heavy and/or bulky loads around 
your yard and garden the easy way with this 
high quality but affordable folding dump cart! 
It has a substantial 340kg capacity, multi hitch 
connection, pneumatic tyres and folding side 
panels for convenience.

225kg (500lb) capacity

Can be tipped from tractor seat

40cm (16”) Pneumatic tyres with ball bearings

Towable tipper trailer

Hitch pin included

Can be used with most garden tractors

Removable sides

Internal dimensions 76.5cm wide x 96cm long x 30cm deep

Bed size: 101.2cm (L) x 76.2cm (W) x 33.1cm (H)

Weight: 39.4kg

Maximum capacity of 340kg (750lb)

Foot pedal release system with safety lock pin

Internal Capacity of 12ft³

Folding side panels

Removable tailgate

Pin Style Hitch

Multi hitch connection

40cm (16”) pneumatic tyres

Inside Box Dimensions: 107cm x 70cm x 34cm

Weight: 45kg
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Pin Style Hitch

Multi hitch connection

Weight: 45kg

90 Litre Poly Body Wheelbarrow
THWB90

Built for heavy duty use, this traditionally 
designed wheelbarrow features a weather-
proof poly bed and boasts a rugged tubular-
steel frame and a huge 90 litre load-capacity!

90 Litre Capacity

150kg Capacity

33cm (13”) Puncture Proof Wheel with Bearings

Poly Body and Powder Coated Frame

Weight: 13.4kg
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Light Construction

Light 
Construction
The Handy way to 
building it yourself...
Forget about getting people in and tackle the job yourself with a Handy light construction 
machine!

If you’re looking to create landscaping, lay a patio or build an extension, check out our 
high performance petrol driven plate compactors they exert far more force and therefore 
deliver far better results than you’d be able to achieve with a manual unit; and they’ll 
enable you to complete the task rapidly with minimal effort expended.

If you are tackling any of the above jobs, you’ll likely need to mix up some concrete you 
could do this the hard work way with a wheelbarrow and spade, but we recommend you 
make your life easier and get your hands on our powerful, high capacity electric cement 
mixer.

All our light construction products have been designed and built to cope with the heavy 
duty demands that will inevitably be placed upon them during their working lives.



300kg (661lb) Petrol Mini 
Transporter

THLC09715
Boasting a hefty 300kg load capacity and 
combining a very high powered 205cc Briggs 
& Stratton OHV engine with high traction 
caterpillar tracks, this mini transporter offers 
excellent productivity and will take challenging 
terrain in its stride!

300kg (661lb) Capacity

Engine: Briggs & Stratton 900 Series

Transmission:
3 Forward Gears (Speeds) 1.57 km/h - 2.93 km/h - 3.66 km/h
& 1 Reverse Gear (Speed) 1.14 km/h

Box Length: 860mm
Box Width: 630mm
Box Depth: 290mm

Track Width: 180mm

Weight: 179kg

2YEAR
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30cm (12”) Petrol Compactor 
Plate

THLC29140
Enjoy a hefty 861kg compaction force and an 
extended 90-minute one tank run time with 
this compact and easily manoeuvrable petrol-
powered compactor plate! It’s driven by a 
super efficient 87cc four stroke engine and can 
achieve a working depth of 20cm.

4-stroke 79cc (2hp) Loncin OHV Petrol Engine

Recoil start

Drive: Twin V-Belt via centrifugal clutch

Centrifugal Force: 8200N

Plate Size: 495mm x 320mm

Tank Size: 1.6 Litres

Run time: 1.5 hours

Compaction Force: 861kg/m²

Compaction Depth: 200mm

Maximum Gradient: 20 degrees

Travelling Speed: 25m / min

Exciter Speed: 5500vpm

Weight: 47.2kg

2YEAR
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Folding Wheel Kit to fit 
THLC29140 & THLC29142

THLC31120
Enhance the manoeuvrability of your Plate 
Compactor with this removable wheel-kit!

35cm (14”) Petrol Compactor 
Plate

THLC29142
Get an amazing three hour single tank run 
time and enjoy a brutal 1121kg compaction 
force with the compact but fast working 35cm 
THLC29142 Petrol Compactor Plate! It’s capable 
of working down to 25cm and is driven by a 
seriously powerful but fuel efficient 163cc four-
stroke OHV engine.

Paving Pads
To Fit THLC29140 - THLC31140
To Fit THLC29142 - THLC31142

Fit the Handy Paving Pads to your Handy Plate 
Compactor and paving-stones can be bedded-
down without causing scratches or damage!

4-stroke 196cc (6.5hp) Loncin OHV Petrol Engine

Recoil Start

Drive: Twin V-Belt via centrifugal clutch

Centrifugal Force: 11000N

Plate Size: 530mm x 370mm

Tank Size: 3 Litres
Run time: 3 hours

Compaction Force: 1121kg/m²

Compaction Depth: 250mm

Maximum Gradient: 20 degrees

Travelling Speed: 25m / min

Exciter Speed: 5500vpm

Weight: 55.9kg

Avoids damaging the surface of the pavers

The urethane pad bolts onto the front of the baseplate

Ideal for use on paving stones

Weight: 1kg

Easy fit

Makes transporting your plate easier

Fits THLC29140 AND THLC29142

Weight: 2.4kg

2YEAR
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Electric ‘H’ Frame Mixer
THLCHCM

Enjoy contractor performance and build-quality 
at a DIY price with this powerful electric mixer! 
Beefy 550w motor; generous 90 litre mixing 
capacity.

Drum Capacity: 125 Litres

550W Electric Motor

Maximum Mixing Capacity: 90 Litres

Drum Speed: 26.6rpm

Transport wheels

Pours Straight into Wheelbarrow

NVR Safety Switch

1.7 Metre Power Cable

Weight: 50kg

2YEAR
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Distributed by Handy Distribution, 
Murdock Road, Dorcan Industrial 

Estate, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN3 5HY

www.thehandy.co.uk

Your Handy Stockist 

Product specification may change without prior notice.
All photographs are used for illustrative purposes only, actual product may vary.


